Press
Munich, April 26, 2018

Barbara Humpton Named Siemens U.S. CEO
Siemens Corporation today announced that Barbara Humpton has been appointed
CEO for the United States, effective June 1, 2018. Humpton (57) is currently CEO
of Siemens Government Technologies, Inc. (SGT), a Federally-compliant U.S.
organization structured to help address national imperatives in energy,
infrastructure, automation and marine platforms.

“Barbara has broad knowledge of Siemens’ entire portfolio that will serve us well as
we continue to grow the U.S. business,” said Lisa Davis, CEO of Siemens
Corporation and Americas Region and Member of the Siemens AG Managing
Board.

Humpton joined Siemens Government Technologies in 2011 as Senior Vice
President for Business Development and was appointed to lead the company’s
approach to the federal market in 2015. Prior to joining Siemens, Humpton held
senior leadership positions at Lockheed Martin and Booz Allen Hamilton, where she
was a Vice President at both firms.

“I am honored to work with the 50,000 Siemens employees in the U.S. to address
the market’s needs in electrification, automation and digitalization. It’s an exciting
time to be at Siemens as we develop products and services that are shaping the
future,” said Humpton.

Siemens has been in the U.S. for more than 160 years and has invested $35 billion
in America in the last 15 years alone. With 50,000 U.S. employees and more than
60 manufacturing sites, Siemens in the U.S. is using its global leadership in
engineering and technology innovation to meet America’s toughest challenges,
delivering solutions for industry, hospitals, utilities, cities, and manufacturers: from
efficient power generation, to digital factories and oil and gas fields, to medical
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diagnostics, to locomotives, to next-generation software used in every phase of
product development.

This press release and a press picture is available at
www.siemens.com/press/PR2018040168COEN
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Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/siemens_press

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on
the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient,
resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission
solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry.
With its publicly listed subsidiary Siemens Healthineers AG, the company is also a leading provider of medical
imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in
laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017, which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens
generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At the end of September 2017, the company had
around 377,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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